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Abstract. We present a composite boson model of high-Tc superconductivity 
in which in-plane holes or hole polarons dimerizc to form composite bosons 
through polarization aided pairing, mediated by off-centered apex oxygens. The 
model agrees with the experimental Tc versus the in-plane hole density p phase 
diagrams, optical and acoustic absorption in high-Tc materials. 1',; -p phase dia
grams for La2-xSrxCu04 (214), l3i2Sr2CuOo+y (220 I), YBa2Cu301-6 ( 123), 
Bi2Sr2CaCu20s+6 (2212) and T'2Ba2Ca2Cu301o+y (2223) arc calculated as
suming that apex oxygens serve as gates for leaking charge density from Cu02 

planes to dopant-containing layers. The axial covalent Cu(P)-O(A) bond is 
doping-dependent to modulate the electronic structure and thereby the axial leak
age. Optical absorption of 214 in the framework of the charged-phonon mech
anism, as well as acoustic absorption of 214 and 123 in the framework of the 
tunneling model, are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

It is widely accepted nowadays that the Cu02 plane, a common structural entity of 
most high- Tc superconductors [1 ], provides the basic space for motion of the charge 
carriers in both normal and superconducting states. The Cu02 plane in the parent non
metallic phases is a chessboard of corner-connected squares of oxygen 0 2- ions, each 
square having a copper Cu2+ ion at its center. The valent Cu2+ state may be regarded 
as a hole in the closed-shell 3d10 configuration. Band theory calculations predict a 
half-filled valence band built up by the antibonding combinations of Cu(3dx2-y2) and 
0(2Px,y a) orbitals near the Fermi level [2]. However these holes ·are localized due to 
the large Hubbard U associated with the double occupancy of the Cu2+(3dx2-y2) sites. 
Hubbard's U splits the hybridized band structure into three components: an empty 3d 
band followed by two filled 2pa and 3d bands in the order of decreasing electronic 
energy [3). The band metal turns out to be a highly-correlated antiferromagnetic (AF) 
charge-transfer (CT) insulator (Fig. 1 ). 
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Fig. 1. The- evolution from a hybridized band metal through .a correlated 
Hubbard-Mott insulator to a complex metal according to [3] 
(a) is a half-tilled hybridized 3dx2-y2 -2Pa 20 band, (b) the hybridized struc: 
ture split to three components to give a Hubbard-Mott insulator, U and E 
standing for Hubbard's and CT gap energies, respectively, (c) and (d) are 
Hubbard-Mott insulators doped with holes and electrons, respectively, (e) is 
a resulting complex metal formed as energy levels split off from the band 
components in (c) till in the CT bandgap in the overdoped range 
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When, upon doping, an extra hole is introduced, it mainly enters the 2pa band, i. e. it 

resides on the square oxygens in a hybridized 0(2Pa) orbital ~ (Px1 - Py2 - Px3 + ]Jy,) of 
2 

symmetry 3dx2-y2 or.b19 [4]. This doped hole fonns a spin singlet with the background 
Cu2+ hole, 3dx2-y2 too, the Zhang-Rice Singlet (ZRS) [5]. In spite of a paramagnetic 
controversy ZRS holes are believed to be the principal charge carriers in Cu02 planes 

[6]. 
Coupling of ZRS holes to in-plane vibrations of 0 ions has been considered relevant 

to the infrared optical conductivity of La2 _xSrxCu04 [7]. A polarizable Vibronic
Polaron Singlet or Rice-Wang Singlet (RWS) may result from the coupling to infrared 
optical modes. Superconducting species may fonn by pairing of either itinerant RWS 
through direct dipolar coupling or of ZRS holes via monopole-induced dipole coupling 

to self-trapped RWS. 
Several additional features have been observed which help to Jay the background of 

the present model: 
(i) The actual oxygen coordination of the in-plane copper Cu(P) is not four-fold but 

rather five-(123) or six-(214) fold. Two extra oxygens O(A) reside in apex posi
tions building up tetrahedra (pyramids) or octahedra, respectively. In the parent 
phases, the CuOn polyhedra are always elongated along the out-of-the-plane axis, 
due to a tetragonal distortion centered at the Cu2+ ion [l]. The apical oxygens 
stabilize ZRS energetically over the triplet and enhance the long-range hopping 
tenns t and t' [8]. Experimentally, superconducting Tes have been found to scale 
with both the apical oxygen bond length [9], and one-electron energy in the par-
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ent phase [l OJ. These correlations suggest a role played by apical oxygens in the 
behaviour of in-plane charge carriers. 

(ii) XPS experiments show that doped holes occupy increasingly (up to 20 %) other 
orbital symmetries, e.g. 3d3z2-r2, as they go from the norunetallic to the metallic 
~hase [11]. This suggests that extra holes may also spread over the oxygen ligand 

2(Px, + Pv2 + Px, +Py.,) of symmetry 3d2d/ or a19 [4]. The appearance of a 

new a19 hole band is implied, lying nom1ally below the b19 antibonding planar 
hybrid. The 3dz2 symmetry invokes apex 2pz orbitals to hybridize with the a19 
hole ligand by symmetry and location. In this way apical oxygens may provide 
gates to the planes for the doping charge as in Fig. 2. Tc has been found to scale 
with the excess hole density over the a19 ligand [ 12]. 

(iii) Hole-incited chargl'{-transfer transitions are another intrinsic feature of the high
Tc materials, due to the proximity of energy levels of excited Cu3+ -02- and 
Cu2+ -01

- bonds [13]. CT from dopant chains or layers through apical oxygens 
may aid holes _pair via the excifon mechanism at moderate energies [14]. The 
effectiveness of CT-mediated pairing may largely be increased by the higher 
electrostatic polarizability of oxygen ions [15], or by vibronically coupled CT 
(VCT) [16]. Alternatively, one may think of a direct dipolar pairing of vibronic 
polarons, as proposed earlier [7, 17]. Jahn-Teller induced interplane coupling of 
charged octahedra may also contribute to the pairing energy [18]. 

(iv) The actual symmetry of the doped hole whether (b19, b19) or (b19, a19) is still 
on the agenda [19]. While ZRS are favored by the fonner, the latter may incite 
events along the c-axis. Whereas (b1 , b1) singlets may mostly pair by in-plane 
mechanisms, (b1 , ai) may also invoke c-axis processes opening up new pairing 
channels. Consistent theories of the pairing mechanism are advised not to focus 
on the Cu02 plane alone, since Tc does not scale with the in-plane bond valence 
sums, while doing so with the total bond valence sums for Cu and 0 [20]. 

(v) The interrelated electronic and configurational structures of high-Tc cuproox
ate materials are also quite favorable for the occurrence of vibronic effects. Cu 
and 0 orbitals extending along the c-axis mix vibronically to produce tetragonal 
Jahn-Teller distortions of uncharged Cu06 octahedra, may render apical Cu -0 
bonds unstable against ungerade vibrations, and incite electron-phonon coupling 
at charged octahedra. Upon doping the tetragonal distortions relax progressively. 
The equatorial Cu04 square is the more stable part of a Cu06 octahedron and 
is liable to influence strengthening the oxygen ligand [21]. For this reason the 
doped hole resides mainly in antibonding Cu-0 in-plane orbitals, since this en
hances the stability of the equatori~I base. The apex sites are more loosely bound 
and may harbor oxygen vacancies as oxygen ions go off-site [22], and undergo 
pressure- or impurity-induced strain changes [23, 24]. Distortions of the base due 
to collective electron-phonon effects may require considerably larger coupling 
strengths than may apex pyramids. Consequently coupling of the electron gas to 
vibrational modes of apical oxygens is more likely. 
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Fig. 2. Symmetries of electronic orbitals considered to play a bifw1c
tional role because they are: (i) effect interlayer coupling and (ii) promote 
in-plane pairing 
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Although there have been numerous theoretical attempts to elucidate the mechanisms 
leading to high-Tc si1perconductivity, most of them have failed so far. Recently a few 
promising models have given rise to four main trends to be summarized as ~ollows: 

(A) The two-component model by Bar Yam assumes that two types of hole states are 
available: (i) localized paired states, negative-U states possibly associated with 
oxygen vacanci~s and (ii) itinerant unpaired band states (25). Whereas the fonnei: 
are too heavy, the latter are mobile. Superconductivity arises from the ballanced 
coupling of the two types of states. 

(B) The two-storey model by Kamimura et al. assumes that while the density of states 
. (DOS) in the oxygen b19 band is too low to produce the observed transition 

temperatures, the DOS of the a19 band is sufficiently high for the purpose (26). 
Basically doped holes appear in the former. However the electron energy gap 
between the two hole bands is sensitive to the hole density and tends to shrink 
as the doping level is increased. This gives rise to a specific Tep phase diagram 
which reflects the DOS of the a19 band as long as it overlaps with big· 

(C) The CT exciton models assume in-plane hole pairing aided by a polarization 
mechanism leading to either intra-plane or inter-plane pairs [14]. 

(D) The bipolaron models postulate that superconductivity in layered cuprooxates 
arises as superfluidity in a gas of noninteracting composite bosons fonned by 
small-size real-space dimers of in-plane holes. Both dielectric and spin polarons 
have been considered likely (17, 18, 26, 27]. 

Cooper pairing has mainly been considered under (A) through (C) and papers under 
(C) and (D) have dealt with real-space dimers a la Schafroth (28}. 
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Surveys of the above and 0U1er pairing theories can be found elsewhere. We shall 
presently describe our vibronic boson model which combines features under (A), (C), 
and (D). We assume that in-plane lzole dimers form aided by an axial polarizatio11al 
mode. Both pairs and mediator couple to local vibrational modes of Cu-0 bonds which 
widens the spectrum of pairing energies and opens up new functions for the axial CT 
mode. Like the mechanism under (A) our superconducting model operates with two 
types of hole states, itinerant band-like states hosting the ZRS units and local polarizable 
states which secure their pairing. The vibronic model predicts certain superconducting 
as well as normal state properties to be compared with available experimental data. 

2. Vibronic Bosons 

2.1. Adiabatic Surfaces 

Physically VCT occurs as an energy-conserving transition controlled by the anharmonic 
potential arising from the adiabatic energies of the electron orbitals. These energies 
split at midpoint along the mode coordinate Q by the gap Egu to form a dual branched 
surface 

(1) . 

Here Egu is the energy gap between two appropriate hole states jg) and ju), J{ = Mw2 

is the spring constant, M is the reduced oscillator mass, w is the associated bare-phonon 
frequency, G = (2VM/r~)(gjrju) is the electron-mode coupling constant, Viw is the 
Madelung's potential (at apex site), and r 0 is an "effective vacancy radius". 

The energy spectrum of a linear three-atom molecule (for examp-le O(A)-Cu(P)
O(A)) is composed of bonding (B), nonbonding (NB), and antibonding (AB) levels. 
The energy difference between AB and NB is 

(2) 

where t is the jg)-ju) hole hopping energy, E 0 = Eg - Eu - lH is the energy gap 
between these orbitals corrected for Hund's energy ]JI, the minus sign to hr pertaining 
to a triplet. Clearly the ionic gap is obtained at t = 0. The .lower branch type (single 
or double well) is determinated by the gap parameter µ 

Egu 
µ(EJT, t) = --

. 4EJT 
(3) 

where EJT = G2 /2K is a VCT-associated Janh-Teller energy. At µ < 1 the lower 
branch E_ ( Q} is a double-well with a barrier in-between. In this case w renormalizes 

to 

Wren(w, EJT, t) = wJI=lli. (4) 

... 
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The interwell separation along Q (vibronic hopping distance) d and the polaron band 
(vibronic hopping energy) 6 are to be computed by the model [16] 

where 

d(w, EJr, t) = 2 
2
EJr (1 - µ 2 ) 
J{ 

6..(w, EJr, t) = 6 0 + 86 

UL.l - - 1 + -CA - EJT/l (1 1) 
sinh(~~) µ ' 

+oo . 

I= J:rr j exp(-e)(l - exp(2~~o)) 
-oo 

2.2. Condensation Temperature 

(5) 

(6) 

A recent trend in the quest for understanding the superconducting transition temperature 
of high-Tc materials is a two-fluid approach based on fermions and composite bosons 
[27, 29]. It is often stated that Tc should be independent of the pairing energy in case 
of strong coupling [30]. This assertion is founded on the condensation temperature 

(7) 

of bosons of concentration nb, two-dimensional transport mass md (dimer mass), and 
one- dimensional leak mass mer associated with, the mediator (CT mass). We assunie. 
that pairing occurs in the 2D Cu02 plane and is mediated by a ID pairing mechanism. 
The mediator may be a CT-mode numing along the perpendicular c-axis [14]. Similar 
dimensionally-factorized carrier masses have been introduced earlier [31, 32]. The 
effective mass near the bottom of the dimer band, assumed to be narrow, will be 

(8) 

where db-is the dimer hopping distance, g is the coordination number. Considerations 
based on negative-U and small-polaron Hamiltonians have shown that a hopping energy 
lb, built up of the fermion hopping tem1 t f and the dimer binding energy Ub, can be 
attributed to composite point bosons by second-order perturbation at t1/Ub < 1 [33]. 
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The c-axis leak mass may be derived by a VCT model. Indeed the latter mass obtains 

from the 
fi2 . 

mer = tcrdbr ' 

tcr = t:.(wcr, EJT\CT, la), dcr = d(wcr, EJT\CT, ta) 

(9) 

where tcr and dcr are the hopping energy and distance, respectively, wcr is the 
A 2u bare-phonon frequency, EJT\CT is a VCT-associated Janh-Teller energy, ta is the 

Cu(P)3dz2 -O(A)2pz hole hopping energy. 

2.3. Pairing Energy 

By point-charge electrostatics we get for a monopole-induced dipole (MID) ZRS pair

ing energy 

Ub = ~(&F) · F = F 2 [1 + cos(7r - 20)](axxsin
2 0 + O!zzCOt>

2 
0) (10) 

where 

(11) 

Here & is the apex electrostatic polarizability tensor, F is the electric field created by 
a nearby hole at the apex site, F = e/ r;,R2 , cos 0 = Fz/ F, O!xx and Cl!zz are the spatial 
components of & [17, 34], WE,A are the Eu, A2u bare-phonon frequences, EJT\E,A are 

coupled Jahn-Teller energies, R is O(A)-hole separation distance, r;, is the appropriate 

dielectric constant. Minimizing Ub with respect to () we get 

sin(Oopt) = ( ) · 2 Cl!zz - O!xx 

(12) 

For realistic parameters in Eq. (11) ()opt~ 1f I 4 and R ~ 5 A. 
Eqs (11) take due account of the higher-temperature perfonnance of superconducting 

materials like La
2
_xSrxCu04 and YBa2Cu30 7-8. ll!zz is the polarizability arising from 

two off-center sites by coupling to Cu(P)-O(A) A 2u stretching along the c-axis, while 
axx = ayy is the one associated with four off-centered sites arising from the coupling 

to Cu(P)-O(A) Eu bending in the La/Ba-O(A) rocksalt layer. 
More rigorously Ub should be corrected for the interhole Coulomb repulsion, though 

it may be discarded whenever the attractive potential is the essential agent. Inasmuch 
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as any attractive in-plane interaction may induce pairing [35), a detailed analysis of the 
repulsive part may not be that impending. 

An alternative is the vibronic Van der Waals (VdW) pairing [36). This is the dipolar 
pairing of RWS polarons, assumed to be off-centered to account for the associated 
large dynamic polariability. Here VCT-polarizable Cu-0 bonds are either in-plane or 
nonnal to it. 

2.4. Tc-P Phase Diagrams 

The superconducting Tc has been found to con-elate with the fraction of doped holes 
p = x per Cu02 unit in La2-xSrxCu04 in a dome-shaped way called anomalous 
and similar Tc-P phase diagrams have also been measured in other high-Tc materials 
[3 7 -41]. A number of theoretical papers have dealt with the con-elation assuming 
Coulomb interactions [42), a phonon-acoustic plasmon pairing mode [43), negative-U 
arguments [44), coupling of charge carriers to a Cu2+02- -cui+o1- CT instability of 
Cu02 planes [45), or to displacive oxygen ·modes [46), a doping-dependent 3dx2-y2 -
3d3z2 -r2 energy gap [26), etc. All they predict BCS pairing and lead to bell-shaped 
Tc(P) curves. 

Indeed insofar as ta and E JTICT may both be expected to vary on doping due to 
modifications of the electronic structure [3], and the phonon spectra [47), Tc of Eq. (7) 
may be expected to scale with p. The hopping tenn la depends on p as [8] 

A 
ta(P) = r~·O(p), ra(P) =Tat - (rat - rac)P (13) 

where rat and Tac are bond lengths obtained from experiment [48). To cover the initial 
lag range, we approximate for a doping-dependent electron-phonon coupling strength 
of the form 

EJTlk(P) = EJTlk(oo) + [EJTlk(O) - E;Tlk(oo)]exp (-_l!__) (14) 
P1ag 

fork= E, A, CT, reflecting the free-can-ier screening of electron-phonon coupling. In
serting Eq. (8) and (9) into Eq. (7) and taking into accont Ub(a(Tc)) Eq. (10), we obtain 
the transcendent equation for the transition temperature of a vibronic superconductor 

(15) 

Insofar as the optimum dimer density nb = NbP (~ 0.2 per Cu02 plane unit in 
most high-Tc superconductors) and the corresponding µer Eq. (9) are both regarded 
as constant Eq. (15) correlates Tc with u;0

·
67 [16), very near to what is observed 

experimentally [ 49). 
Figure 3 shows empirical Tc versus p data [27, 38), as well as fits of Eq. (15) and 

(10) to experimental points for 214, using the fitting parameters Pe(O) = 0.36 eA, 
PA(O) = 0.476 eA, Nb= 1.01 mn-3 , EJT(oo)/ EJr(O) = 0.85, Ea= 0.857 eV [10) 
and data we = 472 cm- 1 [50), WA = wcr = 637 cm- 1 [50), M = 8 amu, VM = 
19.83 eV [51), r 0 = Tac= 2-.414 A [48), Tat = 2.33 A [48), A = 14.55 eV A3

·
5 [8], 

g = 4, "'= 5. Similar fits have been reported elsewere [52). 
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Fig. 3. The T c-X phase diagram in La2-xSrxCu04 : Various marks are experimental 
points and the solid line is the best fit by the vibronic boson model 
The insert [H. Zhang, H. Sato. Phys. Rev. Lett. 70 (1993) 1697) illustrates hole config
urations at three doping levels, as follows: (a) the setting in of superconductivity, (b) to 
(c) is the plateau range, (d) is the ovcrdoped end of superconducting range 

Experimental Tc-P phase diagrams in three high-Tc compounds have been compared 
to conclude that p alone does not suffice for explaining the correlation but that some 
additional parameter may be needed, e. g. some hoJe energy sensitive top which varies 
within a given series and is different in different systems [l 9]. Eq. (15) correlates Tc 
with electronic energies and electron-phonon coupling constants. Empirical correlations 
with .certain electronic energies have been reported earlier [IO, 19]. 

For the insulating phase in the initial-lag range x < x1ag (for La2 - xSrxCu04 
XJag = 0.06) µc r(x ) = µ(EJr1cr(x), ta(x)) < 1 and holes remain self-trapped 
near Sr impurities in dopant layers because of a narrow gate tcr opening in ac
cordance with Eq. (5). As EJr1cr(x) decreases the localization condition relaxes to 

define a critical µ(x) at which the system becomes superconductive, presumably near 
x = X1ag(EJTjCT ~ const at x > X1ag)- At x > X1ag the gate initially widens enhancing 
the superconducting Tc as Efll,(x) increases along x but later shrinks again because of 
the lowering of renormalized frequency in Eq. ( 4) which makes the Tc drop. The com
petition between the two trends defines an optimum Tc which is attained at x ~ 0.15. 
Superconductivity vanishes at µ(Xenct) = 1 near Xend ~ 0.27. Any increase of Egu 

beyond Xend falls into the range where, although plenty of vibronic bosons may have 
been formed in Cu02 planes, they cannot maintain any coherent bulk superfluid phase 
because of fluctuations. The material evolves from insulator . (orthorhombic) through 
semimetal (tetragonal) into normal metal (nearly cubic). 

The primary source for an p-dependence of the Cu-0 bond length in Eq. (13) is 
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the increasing percentage of the second ( e. g. 3d:izi -r2) hole on Cu(P) which wipes 
gradually out the tetragonal Jahn-Teller distortion. The hole density on apical oxygen 
orbitals 2pz increases through hopping ta from 3dz2. This triggers the 3dz2-2JJz vibronic 
mixing to desta.bilize the O(A) configuration. It is implied that the off-center force upon 
O(A) is proportional to the valency misfit due to the doped hole density. Namely the 
decreased size of misfitted O(A) ion will be favorable for driving it off-axis, equiva
lent to hole self-trapping. This self-trapped hole will eventually hop between its four 
equivalent sites in the LaO plane. In this way off-axis O(A) displacements driven by 
the Cu(P)-O(A) bending mode will imitate anisotropic thermal ellipsoids extending in 
LaO layers as they really appear. 

2.5. Infrared Optical Spectra 

Two optical features derive frol11' our polarization model which may be expected to 
occur in the infrared spectra of La2 _xSr xCu04: One at llWMJR is due to the optical dis
sociation of a hole pair and the other at llWNJR is associated with VCT. The eigenvalue 
problem of an electronic dimer bound by a short-range attractive force may be approx
imated by means of the delta potential method. This leads to a wide absorption peaked 
at 2U,,, where u,, is the binding energy which marks the long-wavelength absorption 
edge. On the other hand, the alternative optical path of transferring charge from one 
of the Eq. (I) wells to the other peaks at '"'"' 4EJr in the optical absorption spectrum. 
Now the absorption peak associated with the optical VCT should appear near 4EJr,. 
the Jahn-Teller energy along a promoting-mode coordinate [32]. Our ·fits to the Tc-X 
correlation agree with hwMIR ~ 0.5 eV, ni.UNJR ~ 1.5 eV 

Both optical features have been observed experimentally in (001 )-oriented epitaxial 
films at various doping levels [53]. The infrared spectra are shown in Fig. 4 where the 
solid lines are our fits to the phonon-coupled optical conductivity, following the Rice 
and Wang's method [7]. 
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Fig. 4. Optical spectra of epitaxial La2-xSrxCu04 films from [51] 
The solid lines are our fits, following a charged-phonon method of Rice and 
Wang [7]. The peak near 0.5 eV is due to the photodissociation of vibronic 
bosons, while the one near 1.5 eV is from the optical excitation of off-centered 
apical oxygens. TI1e deviations above 1.6 eV arc due to intrinsic absorption 
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Exciting a dimer at optical energies ;::: Ub would bring about its dissociation into 
two monomers. These monomers of hopping energy t f , if regarded as weakly coupled 
RWS polarons, will move in a uni-polaron band. The mid-infrared band at :::::> 0.5 eV 
in La2- xSrxCu04 will thus arise from the optical dissociation of a bipolaron into two 
unipolarons. This interpretation is not new: The photoinduced mid-infrared band in 
YBa2Cu30 6.25 has oeen interpreted as being due to transitions from a ~ocal level or 
a narrow bipolaron band to a small-polaron band (54]. Mid-infrared bands in high-Tc 
materials may be attributed to the optical dissociation of hole dimers (55]. 

2.6. Acoustic Absorption 

Experimentally, low temperature behaviour of acoustic absorption in high-Tc materials 
and amorphous solids manifests a strong likeliness (56, 57]. It is well-known that the 
dependences of the relatiye variation of sound velocity 8v/ v and of the internal friction 
Q- 1 from T significantly differ from those in crystals. The tunneling model (TM) is 
found to be most suitable for explaining these dependences. Besides TM explains a 
controversial linear term in low temperature heat capacity but this does not bring the 
issue to a close. 

TM is based on two important assumptions: (i) the existence of two-level systems 
(TLS) and (ii) the distribution of the energy assy1mnetry 8 and the tunneling parameter 
), = 2V/ iM 0 (V is the barrier height and w0 is the oscillator frequency). Hunklinger 
has successfully described the Q- 1 (T) dependence in vitreous silica using Gaussian 
distribution of .A (58]. Our calculations have shown that the peculiarity in the acoustic 
absorption of 214 and 123 is explained by means of two-well tunneling systems (TS) 
for temperatures up to 100 K (Fig. 5) (59]. Our conclusion is that the experimentally 
observed peak (at :::::> 35 K for 123 and especially at :::::> 100 K for 214) is narrower 
and higher than the computed one using a Gaussian distribution of A a la Hunklinger. 
Upon using a rectangular distribution the fit improves considerably. It seems that even 
a delta-function distribution may be used but it disagrees with (ii). 

1-- 4 
0 

• 
0 

1 10 
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Fig. 5. Internal friction versus temperature of YBa2Cu301-c5 
Experimental points are marked by circles [57]. The solid line is our vibronic boson fit 
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The following expression is derived for Q- 1 : 

Here c = ,
2 I pv2

' r = ~~' p being the mass density, E is the thennal phonon field, 

E ~ Jo2 + 8,3, 00 = llw0 exp(-A), .>- 111j11 =In u;;, P(>-) is the distribution function and 

T is the relaxation time. 

We take account of the following processes contributing to Q-1 : (i) one phonon or 
direct processes, (ii) two-phonon or first order Raman processes and (iii) nonradiative 
transitions in accordance with the reaction rate theory (RRT) by Christov [60]. 

There is no correlation between Tc and the position of the relaxation peak. For 
example the peak is at~ 35K for 123 with Tc= 90K and~ lOOK for 214 with 
Tc = 38 K. This means that the acoustic absorption is not related to the superconducting 
state. This is attributed to the relaxation process at localized centers which represent 
TS. 

2. 7. Diagrams for other Iligh-Tc ·Materials 

As suggested by the empirical correlation of Tc with the peak energy nwM1R of the 
mid-infrared optical absorption [49], which we ascribe to 2Ub, higher transition tempe
ratures correspond to lower binding energies. Comparing with Eq. (10), major factors 
controlling Ub are. the transition dipole moments PE,A and the Jahn-Teller energies 

EJTIE,A· The ionic energy gap E 0 = Egn(O) is the main intrinsic parameter distin

guishing between the high-Tc materials. Higher Tc may be expected in lower PE,A and 

higher EJTIE,A hosts. 

g 
E-;" 100 

0.1 0.2 0.3 
hole concentration p 

Fig. 6. Tc versus in-plane hole concentration p phase diagrams in five 
high-Tc materials. The solid lines are best fits by the vibronic boson theory 
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At the same time, the mid-infrared feature has been reported to scale also with 
the reciprocal of the total dynamic mass mb which depends on the ZRS (fermion) 
hopping t f and the Cu(P)-O(A) hopping ta as well. Whil~ the fonner controls the 
ZRS itinerahcy, the latter does so of the charge leak along the c-axis, important for 
both the in-plane p11iring and the coupling between Cu-0 planes and La-0 rocksalt 
layers. Insofar as the Cu02 planes are virtually identical, different high-Tc hosts may 
be distinguished by differences in c-axis hopping which is the structure-dependent 
factor controlling the population of va~ious equatorial and polar orbitals. Fig. 6 is our 
comparison with data on four other high-Tc hosts, as reported elsewhere [19, 41]. 

3. Discussion 

Writing this paper is motivated by surveying a six year work on the pairing energy of 
high-Tc materials. First we summarize what is presently known about the electronic 
structure of Cu-0 plane in order to define a charge carrier. Two such entities have been 
proposed of 3dx2-y2 or 1.(b19) synrn1etry, one of which is a hybridized electronic hole 
(ZRS) [5], while the other may be regarded as vibronic (off-center) polaron (RWS) 
[7], each fonning a spin singlet with the Cu2+ background hole. However recent XAS 
spectra suggest that ·a sizeable fraction of the doped hole enters into another orbital 
symmetry as well, the 3dz2 or 1.( a 19). There is scattered experimental evidence for a 
hole leak from Cu-0 planes to La-0 layers across the apical oxygens. As these layers 
host acceptor Sr ions, they may not be disregarded by any reliable high-Tc model. We 
assume that the doped hole, although spreading basically over a planar Cu04 square, 
has 3dz2 wings along the c-axis making hole density leak from planar Cu(P) to apical 

O(A) by mixing with the 2pz orbitals [8]. 
Once populating 2pz orbitals, doped holes destabilize polar bonds by coupling 

strongly to appropriate ungerade optical modes. Axial Cu(P)-O(A) bonds will desta
bilize by stretching and bending which agrees with the O(A) thermal ellipsoids in 
La

2
_xSrxCu0

4 
and YBa2Cu3 0 7_ 0 [61]. Off-axis O(A) displacements may reduce the 

3dz2-2pz hybridization thereby modulating the charge flow across La-0 layers. Being 
polarizable dynamically, the off-centered O(A) may incite in-plane pairing via MID 
interactions. The net result is a 2D pairing aided by a ID feature. Our pairing mecha
nism leqds to composite bosons on a lattice, that is, to small-radius real-space biholes. 
Virtually many of the holes are paired near room temperature let alone near Tc. 

This scenario proves capable of describing the experimental Tc versus p correlation 
with very reasonable values of the fitting parameters. In particular for 214, such is 
the fennion hopping term gtf = 0.30 eV, not far from what is believed to be the 
ZRS nn hopping energy: 0.44 eV [6]. The bare frequency of the Cu(P)-O(A) bending 
Eu mode was taken to be 472 cm- 1 [50]. From our analysis of the infrared spectra 
the renormalized phonon lies near 400 cm- 1 . Both lines should appear in the spectra 
corresponding to electronically decoupled and coupled vibrations, respectively. Indeed 
a phonon line at 220 cm- 1 may be ascribed to Eu bending [62]. We stress the difficulty 
in identifying bare phonon frequencies due to renonnalization under a strong electron-

phonon coupling. 
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A cmcial test for the polarization-aided pairing model is the off-centered O(A) 
thennal ellipsoids. These ellipsoids are clearly observed by neutron powder diffraction 
in 214 and 123 [61]. Our theoretical prediction for the semiaxes ratio based on Eq. (6) 
is 1.41for214 and O) for 123, which is close to what may be inferred from the graphs. 
Reported thermal ellipsoids are an evidence for the strong electron-phonon coupling at 
apex sites. 

Finally a comparison between vibronic and two-storey models may be worth making 
for explaining the difference, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The doped holes in both models 
is a spin triplet which fonns by virtue of the partial compensation of Hubbard's U by 
Hundt's J. The two storeys presume that as the axial Cu(P)-O(A) bond length shrinks 
on doping so does the 3dx2-y2 to 3dz2 energy gap [26]. The doped holes originally 
occupy the in-plane oxygen 2pa band but contribute little to the high transition tempe
rah1re, since this band is too flat and wide with a small density of states (DOS) near 
the Fenni level. Unlike it 3dz2 is both narrow and with a high DOS. Basic supercon
ductivity appears when extra holes start entering the 3dz2 band near Plag as this band 
raises its energy to lhe top of the 2pa band which hosts the extra holes. With the two 
hole bands overlapping the Tc..;P phase diagram reflects the 3dz2 DOS profile along 
the energy axis and vanishes when so does the band overlap as 3dz2 moves up. 

X""Xiag 

Fig. 7. Comparison between the two-storey and vibronic-boson models. Virtually 
superconducting is only the 3dz2 band. Doped holes enter originally the in-plane 
oxygen 2pu band across the apical oxygen level 2pz. Superconductivity appears 
as holes start filling in the 3dz2 band at x ~ X1ag through dynamic CT from 
apex states. The superconducting Tc rises due to filling of itinerant hole states 
"{hich pair mediated by local states. Ultimately the CT efficiency drops in the 
overdoped range as the 3dz2 -'2pz energy gap approaches a limiting value. Doping
induced shrinking of axial Cu(P)-O(A) bond lengths is the driving force of all 
modifications of the electronic structure 

In the vibronic story holes are originally self-trapped near dopant ions, because their 
axial gateway to the planes is closed. Superconductivity appears when holes start enter-
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ing the planes to fom1 dimers. The gate opening, a local tunneling band, is ultimately 
controlled by the AB-NB energy gap at the Cu(P)-O(A) bond which widens on dop
ing because so does its covalent component, due to shrinking of the axial bond length. 
Relative to the 2pz(A) oxygen energy level it is the 3dz2 energy again which is driven 
upwards along the energy axis by the axial bond shrinkage. In the overdoped range 
the gate squeezes again because of the decreasing renormalized vibrational frequency 
which makes the transition temperature drop. Although there are plenty of in-plane hole 
dimers, as evidenced by the optical spectra, coherent superfluid phase formation is now 
prevented by fluctuations. Thus the vibronic Tc-P phase diagram mainly reflects the 
variations of the gate opening with the increasing in-plane hole concentration. 
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Abstract. A co 
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1. Introduction 

Multilayer structures have al 
the research towards a digita 
investigation of semiconduct 
as bandpass filters [1, 2], filte 
have been examined [6]. In 
is absorbed which generates 
optical constants of the ther 
thermo-optic models were in 
approximating a filt~r as a 
[7, 8] or as a single self-sus 
exReriment and theory [7] alt 
the layer parameters. Even fi 
was reported using a single t 
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